SWiTab for Project Management

Opus Stewart Weir has developed an iPad App called SWiTab. SWiTab is a paperless project management tool that is ideally suited for linear infrastructure projects where there are significant amounts of project documentation, required by multiple users. Originally developed for use by Opus Stewart Weir personnel, SWiTab has been made available to both Clients and Contractors to allow all members of the Project Team to realize the benefits of this technology.

**SWiTab, the Paperless Project Management Tool Provides the Following Benefits:**
- SWiTab is easy to use, even for people with limited computer skills.
- All project files are stored on the iPad as high-resolution images. As such, users can access the information anywhere, even in remote areas where Wi-Fi and/or cellular connectivity is not available.
- The loading of high-resolution images is “lightning-fast”. In addition, moving around the image is smooth, without hesitation, or the need to re-generate images.
- All of the iPad’s built-in functionality is available within SWiTab.
- Searching for specific project information within SWiTab is both fast and easy.
- Project updates are made seamlessly through Dropbox, so all users have access to the most up-to-date information.